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ClockWatch Sentry 
Prevents unauthorized users from changing 
the system date or time  

ClockWatch Sentry has all the time setting smarts of ClockWatch 
Pro with the special added security of Clock Locking.  This unique 
clock locking feature  allows you to lock down the date and time on 
any Windows computer.   

Whenever an unauthorized user tries to change the date or time, 
ClockWatch Sentry blocks the change and logs the attempt. 
Someone trying to change the time from the Control Panel or 
another application won't be able to change either the date or the 
time of the computer.   

     
ClockWatch Sentry is ideal for averting potential fraud or tampering situations, such as electronic timecards or other computer 
time stamped events.  If you are looking for a time stamp with atomic clock accuracy consider our DocuClock. 

ClockWatch Sentry sets time to the Atomic 
Clock and keeps it set! 
Clock Locking : 

 Provides security for time critical applications  
 Blocks changes in time or date  
 Logs all attempts at changing of falsifying date or time  
 Administrator maintains password protected access  
 Restricts date/time access on Windows 95/98/Me  
 Works with all versions of Windows (95/98/Me/NT/2k/XP)  

 Time Synchronization: 

 Makes your computer a precision time keeper by synchronizing its 
clock with the US Cesium Atomic Clock, the world's most accurate 
clock.  
 Ensures that your system clock doesn't drift over time.  
 Has options for manual or automated time setting.  
 Allows Internet or direct modem dial-up connection to a wide 
variety of timeservers.   

Targeted Industries/Applications: 

 Time & attendance systems  
 Time card, punch clock and time stamp applications  
 Security or access applications  
 Gaming industry  

To synchronize and protect a network see ClockWatch Client/Server. 

 
Main Sentry Screen 

ClockWatch Sentry    $39.95 
ClockWatch Sentry has all the time setting smarts of ClockWatch Pro with the special added 
security of Clock Locking. This unique clock locking feature allows you to lock down the date and 
time on any Windows computer. Whenever an unauthorized user tries to change the date or time, 
ClockWatch Sentry blocks the change and logs the attempt. 

  System compatibility:  Windows 95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP 

 


